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CONSUMERS TALK SKIN CARE:
TOP 10 TRENDING ON POSHLY
CEW Special Report
March 2016
Poshly is a data analytics company that brings together beauty consumers and brands.
Consumers come to Poshly to answer questions about their physical and lifestyle attributes,
getting the chance to receive products based on the data they provide. Brands leverage
Poshly’s user-level, time-stamped data for real-time consumer insights and targeted marketing
campaigns. With over 18,000,000 insights collected from 400,000+ beauty enthusiasts, Poshly
works with brands to provide consumer intelligence that’s real-time, on-demand and always-on.
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Methodology
Data for this study was conducted and analyzed in March 2016 from 1,000 US-based beauty
consumers. Consumers provided open-ended responses to “What skin care trend are you most
excited about right now?” Text was then ranked by number of mentions.
In addition, Poshly leverages its real-time, direct-access consumer intelligence platform at
http://insights.poshly.com to review single-selection responses to queries related to skin care.

Note: Skin Care Needs Vary by Consumer Segment
It is well-known that skin care concerns vary significantly by consumer segment. For example,
whereas dry skin, acne and visible pores are top-of-mind for Millennial consumers ages 18-24
years-old, older consumers care most about sagging skin and wrinkles.
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Top 10 Trending Skin Care Topics in March 2016

1. Masks
2. Natural / Organic
3. Oils
4. K-Beauty
5. Serums
6. Chanel
7. Sunscreen
8. Charcoal
9. Micellar
10.GlamGlow
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#1
Masks
With the most mentions in March 2016, masks are top-of-mind for consumers. Already this
year, consumers saying they have used a facial mask is up by six percentage points over 2015.
In Their Words: “I am most excited to try out more masks! I have been seeing a lot of them
around lately and I'm excited to give them a try.” — Emma H. from Columbia Heights, MN
Accelerating repeat and replenishment purchases are trends like multi-masking, where the
consumers uses multiple masks for different parts of the face or body during the same session.

74% of frequent facial mask usages have tried multi-masking. These frequent facial mask users
want to achieve clear, glowing skin. (Graph Source: http://insights.poshly.com)
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#2
Natural / Organic
Beauty consumers are looking for natural and organic solutions. This was the second most
mentioned skin care topic in March 2016 by open-ended responses, and complements another
prominent beauty trend of consumers wanting to achieve flawless “no makeup” makeup looks.
In 2015, 29% of consumers said organic and natural ingredients are very important in skin care,
with another 59% saying it’s at least somewhat important. (Source: http://insights.poshly.com)
Over Q1 2016, the percentage of consumers saying organic and natural ingredients are very
important in skin care has jumped to 43%.

In Their Words:
• “I'm most excited about anything for your skin that is natural. I've been loving the skin
products from Lush lately.” — Amanda R. from Maywood, NJ
• “Organic alternatives to commercial beauty ingredients.” — Emmie L. from Astoria, OR
• “Organic! I recently overhauled my skin care to MyChelle, a line of organic products free of
parabens. I noticed an immediate improvement!” — Melanie S. from Campbell, CA
Poshly Inc.
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#3
Oils
Oil continues to gain popularity for skin care, especially when it comes to makeup removal.
From maracuja to coconut to argan, plant-based oils are becoming new obsessions for
consumers’ skin, especially from brands named including Tarte, Sunday Riley, and Tatcha.

Greater interest in oils for skin care is being driven, in part, by the growth of interest in Korean
beauty routines, including “double cleansing.” This practice is part of the multi-step
recommendation from Korean skin care regimens, and involves using different types of
cleansers to fully remove makeup and dirt from the skin. Double cleansing starts with oil-based
products, especially to effectively remove makeup from the skin’s surface.
For years, oil was a taboo term for facial skin care, with consumers believing that oil-based
products would contribute to more breakouts and greasy skin. Since 2014, bloggers and
retailers, like Sephora, have been communicating to consumers to correct the myths about oilbased skin care products. All the buzz is now bringing consumers around to the benefits of oil.
Poshly Inc.
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#4
Korean Beauty
From eye creams to sheet masks, the Korean skin care process and innovative brands, called Kbeauty more broadly, is one of most popular skin care trends according to beauty consumers.
The majority of beauty junkies say they follow Korean beauty trends, with 14% of beauty
junkies even saying that they follow Korean beauty trends “very closely.” (Source: http://
insights.poshly.com)

In Their Words: “I'm going all in the Korean 10 step plan and it's been amazing!” — Heather P.
from Arlington, TX
Online media has been the biggest driver of the K-beauty trend, with 51% of consumers saying
that they first heard about Korean beauty trends from Youtube, blogs or social media. For
consumers who follow K-beauty “very closely,” blogs are their primary source of information.
Poshly Inc.
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#5
Serums
Serums are top of mind for many beauty consumers. Most consumers say that the purchase
serums with a specific skin care need in mind; this shift toward using serum for specific skin care
needs has grown by almost 10 percentage points year-over-year.
Serums are also more and more likely to be considered an integral part of consumers’ skin care
routines. As of Q1 2016, 64% of beauty consumers say that they consider facial serum an
essential part of their skin care routines. (Source: http://insights.poshly.com)

Foundation serums — also called serum-foundations — have been on the upswing in particular.
Helping consumers achieve a more flawless and natural look, this product combines the texture
of serum with the coverage of foundation, to bring consumers a nourishing makeup that
borrows from the skin care category. From e.l.f. Cosmetics to Dior and from Josie Maran to
Perricone MD, consumers have many brands to choose from since last year when it comes to
this new type of makeup-meets-skincare product.
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#6
Chanel

Chanel's Le Blanc, Sublimage, La Solution and Le Lift are the latest additions to its skin care
solutions. Le Blanc has been hailed as one of the top brightening and lightening skin care lines
on the market. The line has been popular in Asia since 2010, with its proprietary TXCTM
ingredient, which reduces the ability of melanin to form in the skin. Intensive Spot Treatment
and Pearl Soap are new to the Le Blanc collection this year.

#7
Sunscreen

As the sunshine comes out for spring and summer, sunscreen is heading back to the counters
and vanities of beauty consumers. As consumers’ interest in skin brighteners and lighteners
increases, sunscreen is sure to be a staple product over the next quarter. Brands like
Supergoop!, Coola, Vita Liberata and more are bringing innovation and luxury to this longstanding skin care category.

#8
Charcoal

Charcoal was the top ingredient specifically mentioned by beauty consumers in March 2016.
Consumers have been using charcoal-based skin care products in a variety of formats, from
masks to soap. More than one-third of beauty consumers have already tried charcoal beauty
products, and another 25% of consumers say they are interested to try charcoal products.

#9
Micellar

Micellar waters have been on the upswing since early 2015, and continue to be a top trend for
consumers. Now, brands are debuting cleansing wipes with micellar formulations, building on
the momentum of interest for micellar water cleansing products.

#10
GlamGlow

While Chanel was the top brand mentioned by consumers for skin care in March 2016,
GlamGlow was not far behind. In particular, consumers are still excited by GlamGlow’s silver,
peel-off Gravitymud mask, which debuted in January 2016.
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NEED CUSTOM INSIGHTS TODAY?
REQUEST A DEMO. CONTACT US:
By Email:
brands@poshly.com
At the Offices:
315 W. 36th St.
5th Floor
New York, NY 10018
535 Mission St.
15th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94105
On the Web:
http://poshly.com/brands/
On Social Media:
@LivePoshly
>> Plus, check out our new video at:
http://vimeo.com/liveposhly
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